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Book #1 in the USA Today Bestselling Series New
York's Finest Blogging as *The Socialmedialite* April
22 LADIES AND GENTS! I have an announcement!
You know that guy I featured on my blog a few
months ago? The really, really hot Irish rugby player
who plays the position of 'hooker' in the RLI (Rugby
League International)? The one with the anger
management issues, the body of a gladiator and the
face of a movie star? The one with the questionable
fashion choices leading me to ask whether he was
the lovechild of a leprechaun and a hobbit? Ronan
Fitzpatrick? Yeah, that guy. Well, I have a
confession to make... THE HERMIT Annie Catrel,
social media expert extraordinaire at Davidson &
Croft Media and clandestine celebrity blogger, can
make anyone shine in the court of public opinion.
She is the Socialmedialite, anonymous creator of
New York's Finest and the internet's darling. Virtual
reality is Annie's forte, but actual reality? Not so
much. THE HOOKER Ronan Fitzpatrick, aka the
best hooker the world of rugby has seen in decades,
despises the media--social or otherwise. The press
has spun a web of lies depicting him as rugby's wild
and reckless bad boy. Suspended from his team,
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Ronan has come to Manhattan to escape the drama,
lay low, fly under the radar. Only, Ronan isn't easy to
overlook, and he can't escape the notice of the
Socialmedialite... THE PLAN When Ronan is sent to
Davidson & Croft Media to reshape his public image,
he never expects to cross paths with shy but
beautiful Annie, nor does he expect his fierce
attraction to her. He couldn't be happier when her
boss suggests pairing them together. What lengths
will Annie take to keep her virtual identity concealed?
And what happens when the hooker discovers who
the hermit really is? The Hooker and the Hermit is a
collaboration between authors L.H. Cosway and
Penny Reid, is a full length 110k word novel, and is a
standalone.
In this lighthearted contemporary romance novel,
Annie, the anonymous creator of a popular celebrity
blog, falls for Ronan, a rugby star who has been
depicted as a wild and reckless bad boy by the
media.
Elements of Chemistry: HEAT is the second part in a
three part series; it is 60k words; and it ends with a
cliffhanger. Part 1 (ATTRACTION) will be released
April 9, 2015 Part 2 (HEAT) will be released April 30,
2015. Part 3 (CAPTURE) will be released May 16,
2015.
Smashwords Distribution
Alice is in love with her best friend. Now all she
needs to do is tell him. Best buds Milo Manganiello
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and Alice Hooper have been the one constant in
each other's lives for over fifteen years. The
charismatic and compassionate physics professor
was there when Alice got married, and he was there
ten years later when she got divorced. Likewise, the
candid and kind computer science professor has
always been there for Milo. She babysits his
apartment and plethora of houseplants when he's
traveling and they share breakfast together every
day he's in town. Alice wasn't always in love with
Milo, but the feeling has grown, and when Milo
returns from his latest globe-trotting adventure, Alice
decides it's time to spill the seeds. Does Alice have
the grit to confess? And will feelings take root? Or is
hers a love destined never to bloom? 'Live And Let
Grow' is a 14k word (short) contemporary romance
of long-suffering unrequited love and can be read as
a standalone.
Proceeds for the month of November go to hurricane
relief efforts What do you do when you discover that
your super-hot blind date from months ago is now
your super-hot Russian Lit professor? You overthink
everything and pray for a swift end to your misery, of
course 'Kissing Tolstoy' is the first book in the Dear
Professor series, is 46k words, and can be read as a
standalone. A shorter version of this story (28k
words) was entitled 'Nobody Looks Good in Leather
Pants' and was available via Penny Reid's
newsletter for free over the course of 2017.
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Billy Winston's family is going to see him happy and
in love if it's the last thing they do. No one deserves
a happily-ever-after quite as much as the second
oldest Winston brother and his lady love, Claire
McClure (aka Scarlet St. Claire). Cruelty and
circumstance tore them apart almost twenty years
ago. Secrecy and bitterness kept them separated.
But you know who's tired of their separation and
stubbornness? Everyone. Especially Billy Winston's
family. And now they're going to do something about
it. Well-meaning interference means the star-crossed
lovers can't stop tripping over each other in the hills
of Tuscany, the catacombs of Rome, and the
waterways of Venice. Billy and Claire find
themselves thrown together and at the mercy of the
Winston siblings' shenanigans. But will their forced
proximity bring them together? Or push them even
further apart? This second-chance romance brings
back the entire Winston gang, playing cupid in one
last story of love, hi-jinks, and family collusion.
BEARD NECESSITIES is a full-length contemporary
romantic comedy, and can be read as a stand-alone,
but it's probably best read after books 0.5, 2, 3, 5,
and 6 of the Winston Brothers series.
Keeping a secret this big is going to take lots of balls.
Specifically, rugby balls. THE CAD Bryan Leech is a cad. Or,
he *was* a cad. No one is quite certain. Once the
quintessential playboy, Bryan claims he’s done with wild
parties and weekend benders. No more one night stands
leading to mornings he can’t remember; no more binges and
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no more exploits plastered all over the tabloids and
rag sheets. According to Bryan, he’s cleaning up his act. The
only problem is, no one believes him. THE CO-ED Eilish
Cassidy never thought she’d be a mother at nineteen or still
in college at twenty-four. Cut off from every member of her
family except her favorite cousin, she’s finally managed put
her life back together. Stronger and wiser, Eilish enters her
last semester of university determined to stand on her own.
Now she just needs to find an internship. The only problem is,
her best option—by far—places her directly in the path of her
son’s father, and he doesn’t remember her at all. THE PLAN
Bryan is determined to prove he’s changed. Eager to settle
down with the right woman, he’s got his sights set on the
gorgeous redhead who seems terribly familiar. Eilish is
determined to hide her secret. She’ll do anything to keep her
child safe, even if that means ignoring her own wishes and
desires. But what happens when Bryan starts to remember?
And what will it take for Bryan to convince the girl he forgot
that she’s unforgettable?
There are three things you need to know about Fiona Archer…
I would tell you what they are, but then I’d have to kill you.
But I can tell you that Fiona’s husband, the always
irrepressible and often cantankerous Greg Archer, is
desperately in love with his wife. Yet as the years pass, Greg
has begun to suspect that Fiona is a ninja. A ninja mom. A
ninja wife. A ninja friend. After fourteen years of marriage,
Greg is trying not to panic. Because Fiona’s talent for
blending in is starting to resemble fading away. However,
when unexpected events mean Fiona must take center stage
to keep her family safe, her response stuns everyone—Greg
most of all. It seems like Greg’s wish has come true. Except…
not. Happily Ever Ninja is book #5 in the Knitting in the City
series. Each book is a standalone, full length (110k words),
contemporary romantic comedy novel, and follows the
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and exploits of seven friends in Chicago, all
members of the same knitting group.
Raquel Ezra loves to fish. With so many fish in the sea, she’s
never had a problem baiting the hook or reeling them in.
Raquel is a good actress, she can be anyone’s fantasy for a
single night as long as they agree to be hers. Which is why
she doesn’t think twice about spending an evening in
nowhere Tennessee with a smokin’ hot, well-mannered, and
intriguing sheriff’s deputy by the name of Jackson James.
One night? No strings? A sexy game of chess? No problem.
Except, when the time comes, Raquel discovers that reality
might just be better than any fantasy, and maybe she’s not
ready to release this catch. JUST FOLKING AROUND is a
16k words, contemporary romance, and is the prequel to
TOTALLY FOLKED, book #1 in the Good Folk: Modern
Folktales series.
All the Winston Brothers bonus scenes and deleted excerpts
all in one place! This collection includes: Extra Scene: Billy
and Scarlet A Winston Christmas Beauty and the Beard
Deleted Scene: Truth or Beard Deleted Scene: Grin and
Beard It Deleted Scene: Beard in Mind Duane's Letter to
Beau Cletus's Letter to Santa Duane's Letter to Jess Billy's
Letter to Scarlet Pie in the Beard Beard in Waiting A Very
Beardy Christmas Beard and Hen
There are three things you need to know about Elizabeth
Finney: 1) She suffers from severe sarcastic syndrome,
especially when she's unnerved, 2) No one unnerves her like
Nico Manganiello, and 3) She knows how to knit. Elizabeth
Finney is almost always right about everything: the musical
merits of boy bands are undervalued by society, “benefits”
with human Ken dolls are better without friendship, and the
sun has set on her once-in-a-lifetime chance for true love. But
when Elizabeth’s plans for benefits without friendship are
disarmed by the irritatingly charismatic and chauvinistic Nico
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to maintain the electric fence around her heart while avoiding
a Nico charisma-electrocution or, worse, falling in love.
Friends Without Benefits is book #2 in the Knitting in the City
series. Each book is a standalone, full length (110k words),
contemporary romantic comedy novel, and follows the
misadventures and exploits of seven friends in Chicago, all
members of the same knitting group.
Propositioning the Iron Wraiths’ money man seemed like a
good idea at the time… Diane Donner—recently divorced pillar
of polite society—is craving danger. She’s tired of playing it
safe and she knows just the sexy criminal motorcycle man to
proposition for a good time. Problem is, she doesn’t actually
know his name. Jason “Repo” Doe never takes risks. So
when the queen of local commerce walks into his club,
looking to get risky and frisky, Jason knows the smartest thing
to do is save himself a headache while saving the new
divorcee from her worst impulses. But then one thing leads to
another, and the memory of just-one-night doesn’t feel like
enough. Theirs is a story with no future, because how can a
dangerous criminal win (and keep) a queen? ‘Beard In
Hiding’ is book #4.5 in the Winston Brothers series, is a full
length contemporary romantic comedy about two lost souls in
their 40s, and can be read as a complete standalone (I
promise). THAT SAID, if you want to get the full immersive
Green Valley world experience, maybe read ‘Truth or
Beard,’ ‘Beard Science,’ ‘Engagement and Espionage,’
and ‘Marriage and Murder’ first.
There are three things you need to know about Marie Harris:
1) She’s fed up with online dating, 2) She’s so fed up, she’s
willing to forego the annoyance and consider more creative
alternatives, and 3) She knows how to knit. After the most
bizarre first date in the history of dating, Marie is looking for
an alternative to men. With the help of her friends, she quickly
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few possibilities: Need a cuddle? Use a
professional cuddler. Need affirmation? Get yourself a life
coach. Need an orgasm? Try orgasm meditation! Why does
she need the hassle of a romantic partner when she can
meet all her needs with paid services? But then her irritating
date resurfaces. And he’s not at all the person she thought
he was. And he suggests a different—and crazier—solution to
her dilemma . . . ????? Goodreads Choice Award SemiFinalist for Best Romance ????? ????? Amazon Top 10
Romances of 2017 ????? Dating-ish is book #6 in the Knitting
in the City series. Each book is a standalone, full length (110k
words), contemporary romantic comedy novel, and follows
the misadventures and exploits of seven friends in Chicago,
all members of the same knitting group.
The Devil is in the details . . . Cletus Byron Winston wishes to
marry Jennifer Anne Donner-Sylvester (aka The Banana
Cake Queen) posthaste! He’s spent the last year wanting
nothing more than for the celebrations to be brief, libations
flowing, and BYOB (bring your own blueberries). His future
mother-in-law has other plans, plans his intended has been
willing to indulge, much to Cletus’s chagrin. Therefore, so
must he. To a point. But truth be told, he wouldn’t mind if the
meddlesome matriarch disappeared, at least until the nuptials
are over. On the night of Cletus and Jenn’s long-awaited
engagement party, just when the surly schemer is of a mind
to take matters into his own hands, a shocking event upends
everyone’s best laid plans and sends the small hamlet of
Green Valley into complete disarray. The final months leading
up to Cletus and Jenn’s matrimonial bliss are plagued with
chaos and uncertainty. Will Cletus and Jenn finally make it to
the altar? Or will murder and mayhem derail their happily-everafter? And most importantly, who done it? ‘Marriage and
Murder’ is the second book in the cozy mystery series
Solving for Pie: Cletus and Jenn Mysteries. It is best read
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after Winston
Brothers #3, ‘Beard Science’ (which can be
read as a standalone) and Solving for Pie: Cletus and Jenn
Mysteries #1, ‘Engagement and Espionage.’
From the USA Today Best Selling Author of 'Truth or Beard'
What do a cynical former Marine and a sheltered former
Olympic contender have in common? Nothing. Absolutely
nothing. He has a girlfriend and she's never been kissed. He's
sullenly sarcastic and she's earnestly empathetic. He can't
stop thinking about her. She knows she should keep her
distance. Nevertheless, when opposites attract, the results
may be unexpected, but they're also undeniably magnetic.
'Ninja at First Sight' is a standalone, prequel novella (for book
5 of the Knitting in the City Series, 'Happily Ever Ninja') and is
40k words.
USA TODAY BESTSELLING romantic comedy series 'Datingish' can be read as a standalone, is a full length 100k word
novel, and is book #6 in the Knitting in the City Series. There
are three things you need to know about Marie Harris: 1)
She's fed up with online dating, 2) She's so fed up, she's
willing to forego the annoyance and consider more creative
alternatives, and 3) She knows how to knit. After the most
bizarre and irritating first date in the history of humankind,
Marie is looking for an alternative to men. With the help of her
friends, she quickly identifies a few possibilities: Need a
cuddle? Use a professional cuddler. Need affirmation? Get
yourself a life coach. Need an orgasm? Try orgasm
meditation! Why does she need the hassle of a romantic
partner when she can meet all her needs with paid services?
But then her irritating date resurfaces. And he's not at all the
person she thought he was. And he suggests a different--and
crazier--solution to her dilemma . . . As everyone knows (or
will soon come to realize), traditional relations between
humans are a thing of the past. Robots are our future. And if
robots are our future, then why do we need other people at
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There are three things you need to know about Ashley
Winston: 1) She has six brothers and they all have beards, 2)
She is a reader, and 3) She knows how to knit. Former
beauty queen, Ashley Winston’s preferred coping strategy is
escapism. She escaped her Tennessee small town,
loathsome father, and six brothers eight years ago. Now she
escapes life daily via her one-click addiction. However, when
a family tragedy forces her to return home, Ashley can’t
escape the notice of Drew Runous—local Game Warden, bear
wrestler, philosopher, and everyone’s favorite guy. Drew’s
irksome philosophizing in particular makes Ashley want to run
for the skyscrapers, especially since he can’t seem to keep
his exasperating opinions— or his soulful poetry, steadfast
support, and delightful hands— to himself. Pretty soon the girl
who wanted nothing more than the escape of the big city
finds she’s lost her heart in small town Tennessee. Beauty
and the Mustache is book #4 in the Knitting in the City series,
and book #0.5 in the Winston Brothers series. Each book is a
standalone, full length (110k words), contemporary romantic
comedy novel, and follows the misadventures and exploits of
seven friends in Chicago, all members of the same knitting
group.
WINNAAR VAN DE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2004 Hoe is
Nick’s seks- en privéleven voluit in de Engelse tabloids
beland? Terwijl Nick zijn proefschrift schrijft, woont hij bij de
ouders van zijn beste vriend Toby Fedden op de
zolderkamer. De heer des huizes, Gerald Fedden, is een van
de belangrijke partijleden van Margaret Thatcher, en voor
Nick het doorheeft wordt hij ondergedompeld in de machtige
wereld vol bekende politici, drank en drugs. Wanneer zijn
homoseksualiteit en de link met Gerald breed uitgemeten
worden in de media valt zijn leven volledig in duigen. Naast
het winnen van de Man Booker Prize werd ‘De
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in 2019 door The Guardian op de 38e plek in
de lijst van Beste Boeken van de 21ste eeuw gezet. De
roman wordt geprezen om zijn realistische weergave van
zowel het leven in de hogere klassen van de Engelse
samenleving in de jaren '80 als de toen aanwezige homofobie
en impact van de HIV- en aidsepidemie. Alan Hollinghurst
(1954) is een Britse auteur die vooral bekend is geworden
door zijn geruchtmakende boek ‘De schoonheidslijn’, waar
hij in 2004 de Booker Prize mee won. Hollinghurst schrijft met
een frisse blik over het nette Engeland, waar veel meer
achter schuil gaat dan alleen de mooie gebouwen, goede
manieren en liefde voor kunst en literatuur. Hij weet op
poëtische wijze thema’s als homoseksualiteit, verlangen en
seks te verwoorden op een achtergrond van het romantische
en intellectuele Britse leven. Naast auteur stond Hollinghurst
jarenlang aan het hoofd van de The Times Literary
Supplement.
2021 Publisher's Weekly FINALIST: Adult Fiction Shortlisted,
Selfies Awards 2021 Swoon Awards WINNER: Best
Romantic Suspense Jennifer Sylvester made her deal with
the devil . . . and now they’re engaged! But all is not well in
Green Valley. A chicken choker is on the loose, 61 dead birds
most “fowl” need plucking, and no time remains for Jennifer
and her devilish fiancé. Desperate to find a spare moment
together, Jenn and Cletus’s attempts to reconnect are
thwarted by one seemingly coincidental disaster after
another. It’s not long before Cletus and Jenn see a pattern
emerge and the truth becomes clear. Sabotage! Will an
undercover mission unmask the culprit? Or are these lovebirds totally plucked? ‘Engagement and Espionage’ is the
first book in the Solving for Pie: Cletus and Jenn Mysteries
series, is a full-length cozy mystery, and is a spin-off of Penny
Reid’s Winston Brothers series. This novel is best read after
‘Beard Science,’ Winston Brothers #3.
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concept of beauty seriously, this encyclopedia
examines how humanity has sought and continues to seek
what is "beautiful" in a variety of cultural contexts, giving
readers an understanding of how to look at beauty both
intellectually and critically. • Provides an interdisciplinary
approach to world beauty practices, from the earliest
experiments in plastic surgery in 600 B.C. to contemporary
practices • Gives readers a representative overview of beauty
practices around the globe • Documents how from cosmetics
to clothing, exercise to body modification, being beautiful is a
goal worldwide • Identifies numerous authoritative sources of
information for further research and reading

Hunches, horse races, and heartbreak. Ten years
after Simone Payton broke his heart, all Roscoe
Winston wants is a doughnut. He'd also like to forget
her entirely, but that's never going to happen.
Roscoe Winston remembers everything--every look,
every word, every single unrequited second--and the
last thing he needs is another memory of Simone.
Unfortunately, after one chance encounter, Simone
keeps popping up everywhere he happens to be . . .
Ten years after Roscoe Winston dropped out of her
life, all Simone Payton wants is to exploit him. She'd
also like some answers from her former best friend
about why he ghosted her, but if she never gets
those answers, that's a-okay. Simone let go of the
past a long time ago. Seriously, she has. She totally,
totally has. She is definitely not still thinking about
Roscoe. Nope. She's more than happy to forget he
exists. But first, she needs just one teeny-tiny favor .
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. . Dr. Strange Beard is book #5 in the Winston
Brothers series. Each book is a standalone, full
length (110k words), contemporary romantic comedy
novel, and follows the romantic exploits and
adventures of one of the six Winston Brothers.
The next installment of New York Times bestselling
author Penny Reid's The Hypothesis trilogies.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER How can someone so
smokin’ hot be so bad in bed? I mean, Sean
Cassidy is absolute rubbish. RUBBISH. He is the
epitome of walking, talking false advertising and I
want a refund! Plus he’s an arsehole. So… what is
wrong with me that I can’t stop thinking about him?
THE PIXIE Lucy Fitzpatrick doesn’t like rugby. As
the little sister of Ireland’s most infamous rugby
player, Lucy can’t seem to escape the
championship-sized shadow cast by her big brother,
or her mother’s frequent attempts to micromanage
her future. Her rainbow hair is as free-spirited as her
quest for inner peace, yet overbearing expectations
keep bringing her down. And when she’s down, her
compulsive little problem lands her in seriously big
trouble. THE PLAYER Sean Cassidy is a coldhearted brute… or so he’s been told. Frequently. By
everyone. His blonde locks, baby blues, and rock
hard bod make ladies all over the world over drool
with desire. As the rugby world’s second most
infamous player, he should be basking in his
success. But Sean has never been content settling
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for second place, and his frequent confrontations
with Lucy’s big brother leave him cold. And when
he’s cold, hiscompulsive little problem lands him in
the lap of Lucy Fitzpatrick. THE PLAN Sean has a
problem only Lucy can solve. Lucy has a problem
only Sean can fix. The solution seems obvious: you
scratch my back, and I’ll bail you out of jail. But
when their business arrangement unexpectedly
leaves Sean scorching hot and Lucy on the precipice
of inner peace, can they convince the world—and
Lucy’s big brother in particular—that this is the real
deal? Either way, both the Player and the Pixie are
about to teach each other some pretty monumental
lessons about family, life, but most importantly, love.
The Pixie and the Player is a full-length, romantic
comedy novel, can be read as a standalone, and is
the second book in the Rugby Series.
Beauty and the MustacheAn Enemies to Lovers
RomanceCipher-Naught
Everyone in Green Valley, Tennessee knows that
the six bearded Winston brothers have been imbued
with an unfair share of charm and charisma... and
are prone to mischief.
"This book is as seductive as the phenomenon that it
explores. With courage, love, and joy, Frueh crosses
into unexplored terrains of beauty and pleasure,
where she finds a grotesquely captivating creature:
Monster/Beauty. By illuminating her journey with
thoughtful insight and engaging prose, she
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encourages readers to join her in her quest to
articulate fresh ways of thinking about the aesthetic
and the erotic and of theorizing the flux of lived
experience." —John Alan Farmer, senior editor of Art
Journal "Monster/Beauty is a daringly provocative
experiment in personal and erotic writing and an
important book for anyone interested in breaking
normative codes of beauty, pedagogy, and authorial
methodology. In a richly self-revealing text, Frueh
proposes nothing less than a Rabellaisian reordering of aesthetic embodiments within social
relations." —Mira Schor, author of Wet: On Painting,
Feminism, and Art Culture "Giving new meaning to
"embodied writing," this book goes farther than any
other toward getting the body into the text. Joanna
Frueh is a performance artist first-she is also an art
historian, a singer, a poet, a bodybuilder, a
professor, an academic celebrity of modest fame,
but her performances collapse these distinctions.
Frueh's intensely personal, intensely physical prose
brings an aura of presence to the book that rivals the
effect she achieves on stage." —Robyn Warhol, coeditor of Feminisms "This book is monstrous--full of
gorgeous hypermuscular women, step-mothers, and
vampires; full of ravishing muscular sex, classroom
erotics, splendid aging. It is a performance in which
Frueh explores and celebrates her body, its powers
and beauties, and those of her friends and lovers."
—Alphonso Lingis, author of Excesses, Abuses, and
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Dangerous Emotions "A welcome voice in
contemporary feminist theory, Frueh's
Monster/Beauty reminds us of the pleasures of
thinking, teaching and creating in wholly embodied,
sensual and passionate acts. Frueh poetically enacts
the self as an aesthetic/erotic project, affirming the
many different and beautiful selves we can become.
It is a joy to read." —Marsha Meskimmon, author of
We Weren't Modern Enough: Women Artists and the
Limits of German Modernism "Joanna Frueh is a
hero. I sleep better knowing she's out there writing
and thinking." —Michael Cunningham, author of The
Hours
A comprehensive collection of all short stories,
deleted scenes, and special features from the WALL
STREET JOURNAL & USA TODAY BESTSELLING
Knitting in the City series. Includes: **Janie and
Quinn** -Deleted (love) Scene from ‘Neanderthal
Seeks Human’ (new) -Interview with Janie and
Quinn (shared on a blog 2014) -Short entitled,
‘Neanderthal Seeks Honeymoon’ (shared in
‘Scenes from the City,’ free or $.99 limited release
2015) -Short entitled, ‘Neanderthal Seeks Baby, part
1’ (shared in newsletter, 2016) -Short entitled,
‘Neanderthal Seeks Baby, part 2’ (shared in
newsletter, 2017) **Elizabeth and Nico** -Deleted
Scene from ‘Friends Without Benefits,’ Original
Opening (new) -Deleted Scene from ‘Friends
Without Benefits,’ Not so nice Nico (new) -Deleted
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Scene from ‘Friends Without Benefits,’ Hunting an
Elk (new) -Deleted Scene from ‘Friends Without
Benefits,’ Original Confrontation (new) -Short
entitled, ‘Most-Definitely-With Benefits’ (shared in
‘Scenes from the City,’ free or $.99 limited release
2015) **Sandra and Alex** -Short entitled, ‘Hacking
the Hacker’ (shared in ‘Scenes from the City,’ free
or $.99 limited release 2015) -Short entitled, ‘The
Junior Hackers Society’ (new) **Ashley and Drew**
-Deleted Scene from ‘Beauty and the Mustache’
Furry Purse (shared on a blog 2014) -Deleted Scene
from ‘Beauty and the Mustache’ Eavesdropping
(shared on a blog 2014) -Short entitled, ‘A Winston
Christmas’ (shared in newsletter 2015) -Short
entitled, ‘Beauty and the Beard’ (shared in ‘Scenes
from the City,’ free or $.99 limited release 2015)
**Fiona and Greg** -Deleted Scene from ‘Ninja at
First Sight’ Greg’s Point of View (new) -Extra
feature, Greg’s Valentine’s letter to Fiona (shared
on a blog 2016) **Marie and Matt** -Short entitled,
‘Dirty Talk is for Parties’ (shared on a blog 2017)
**Kat and Dan** -Extra feature, Dan’s Creative
Curse Words (new) -Novella entitled, ‘Scenes from
the Hallway’ (shared 2018, free limited release)
-Extra feature, Dan’s Valentines Letter to Kat
(shared on a blog 2018) -Deleted Scene from
‘Marriage of Inconvenience’ Crying Material (shared
on a blog 2018) -Deleted Scene from ‘Marriage of
Inconvenience’ Astronaut Specialist (new)
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Elements of Chemistry: CAPTURE is the third part in
a three part series; it is 70k words. Part 1
(ATTRACTION) will be released April 9, 2015. Part 2
(HEAT) will be released April 30, 2015. Part 3
(CAPTURE) will be released May 16, 2015.
All is fair in love and auto maintenance. Beau
Winston is the nicest, most accommodating guy in
the world. Usually. Handsome as the devil and twice
as charismatic, Beau lives a charmed life as
everyone's favorite Winston Brother. But since his
twin decided to leave town, and his other brother
hired a stunning human-porcupine hybrid as a
replacement mechanic for their auto shop, Beau
Winston's charmed life has gone to hell in a
handbasket. Shelly Sullivan is not nice and is never
accommodating. Ever. She mumbles to herself, but
won't respond when asked a question. She glares at
everyone, especially babies. She won't shake hands
with or touch another person, but has no problems
cuddling with a dog. And her damn parrot speaks
only in curse words. Beau wants her gone. He wants
her out of his auto shop, out of Tennessee, and out
of his life. The only problem is, learning why this
porcupine wears her coat of spikes opens a
Pandora's box of complexity--exquisite, tempting,
heartbreaking complexity--and Beau Winston soon
discovers being nice and accommodating might
mean losing what matters most. 'Beard in Mind' can
be read as a standalone, is 130k words, and is book
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4 in the Winston Brothers series.
Duitsland, 1939. Liesel is pas negen jaar oud
wanneer ze door haar moeder naar een pleeggezin
wordt gebracht. Een van haar geliefde bezittingen is
een zwart boekje, dat ze vond op het graf van haar
broertje. In de jaren dat Liesel bij de Hubermanns
woont, wordt ze een gewiekste boekendief. Tijdens
de verwoestende bombardementen klampt ze zich in
de schuilkelder vast aan haar schatten. Dit is een
verhaal over moed, vriendschap, liefde en overleven,
dood en verdriet, verteld door de ogen van de Dood,
een toepasselijke verteller. Maar zal hij haar ook
sparen? De boekendief is een imponerende
oorlogsroman en verdient een plaats naast Het
dagboek van Anne Frank. 'Zó mooi geschreven. Hoe
kan De boekendief géén succes worden?' De
Volkskrant 'Dit is het soort boek dat je leven kan
veranderen.' The New York Times
After just five months of dating Janie, Quinn-former
Wendell and unapologetic autocrat-is ready to
propose marriage. In fact, he's more than ready. If it
were up to Quinn, he would efficiently propose,
marry, and beget Janie with child all in the same
day. But Janie, much to Quinn's dismay, tosses a
wrench in his efficacious endeavors and challenges
him to prove his devotion by going through the
matrimonial motions, no matter how minute and
mundane. Will Quinn last until the wedding day?
Beard With Me' is the origin story of Billy Winston
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and Scarlet St. Claire (aka Claire McClure) and is
just the beginning of their epic love story. No one is
better at surviving than Scarlet St. Claire and making
the best out of circumstances beyond her control is
Scarlet's specialty. In an apocalyptic situation, she'd
be the last person on earth, hermitting like a pro,
singing along to her CD Walkman, and dancing like
no one is watching. Scarlet is clever, Scarlet is
careful, and Scarlet is smart . . . except when it
comes to Billy Winston. No one is better at fighting
than Billy Winston and raging against his
circumstances--because nothing is beyond his
control--is Billy's specialty. In an apocalyptic
situation, he'd be the first person on earth to lead
others to safety, overcome catastrophe, or die trying.
Billy is fearless, Billy is disciplined, and Billy is
honorable . . . except when it comes to Scarlet St.
Claire.
Her professor just saw her mostly naked.
Awkwardness is guaranteed to ensue. Proceeds for
the month of release go to College Track (501c3),
providing college scholarships and resources for
vulnerable / limited resource populations. At
collegetrack.org What do you do when your
freakishly smart and wickedly sarcastic Research
Methods professor sees you mostly naked? You
befriend him, of course. ‘Kissing Galileo’ is the
second book in the Dear Professor series, is 60k
words, and can be read as a standalone. A shorter
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version of this story (40k words) was entitled
‘Nobody Looks Good Naked’ and was available via
Penny Reid’s newsletter for free over the course of
2018-19.
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